SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY and A&M COLLEGE
COLLEGES AND MAJORS with CIP CODES

College of Business
520201 BUS Business Management (BS)
520201 BUS Business Administration (MBA)
520301 BUS Accounting (BS)
520801 BUS Finance (BS)
521401 BUS Marketing (BS)

College of Sciences and Engineering
110701 CSE Computer Science (BS)
110701 CSE Computer Science (MS)
131399 CSE Science and Math. Education (PhD)
140101 CSE Engineering (ME)
140801 CSE Civil Engineering, General (BSCE)
141001 CSE Electrical Engineering (BSEE)
141901 CSE Mechanical Engineering (BSME)
150303 CSE Electronics Engineering Technology (BS)
260101 CSE Biology, General (BS)
260101 CSE Biology, General (MS)
261006 CSE Environmental Toxicology (PhD)
270199 CSE Math and Physics (BS)
270199 CSE Math and Physics (MS)
400501 CSE Chemistry, General (BS)

College of Family and Consumer Sciences
010000 FCS Agricultural Sciences (BS)
030508 FCS Urban Forestry (BS)
030508 FCS Urban Forestry (MS)
030508 FCS Urban Forestry (PhD)
190101 FCS Family and Consumer Sciences (BS)
Nelson Mandela College of Government and Social Sciences

420101 GSS Psychology, General (BS)
430104 GSS Criminal Justice Studies (BS)
430104 GSS Criminal Justice Studies (MS)
440401 GSS Public Administration (MPA)
440501 GSS Public Policy Analysis (PhD)
440701 GSS Social Work (BS)
451001 GSS Political Science, General (BA)
451101 GSS Sociology (BS)
540101 GSS History (BA)

College of Humanities and Interdisciplinary Studies

090102 HIS Mass Communication (BA)
130401 HIS Educational Leadership (M ED)
131202 HIS Elementary Education (BS)
131202 HIS Elementary Education and Special Education (BS)
131202 HIS Elementary Education (PBC)
131202 HIS Elementary Education (MAT)
131203 HIS Middle School & Special Education (BS)
230101 HIS English (BA)
309999 HIS Interdisciplinary Studies, Other (BIS)
422803 HIS Mental Health Counseling (MA)
500903 HIS Music - General Performance (BM)

College of Nursing and Allied Health

510204 NUR Speech Pathology and Audiology (BS)
510204 NUR Speech-Language Pathology (MS)
512309 NUR Therapeutic Recreation (BS)
512310 NUR Rehabilitation Services (BS)
512310 NUR Rehabilitation Counseling (MS)
513801 NUR Nursing (BSN)
513805 NUR Family Nurse (MSN)
513808 NUR Nursing (PhD)
513818 NUR Nursing Practice (DNP)

Note: NA or 000000 CIP is Non-degree